
All Tantus toys are made from Tantus’ own unique formula of 100% 

Ultra-Premium Silicone. The superior quality of Tantus silicone makes all 

Tantus toys hypoallergenic, non-toxic, phthalate free, odorless, bleachable, 

boilable and even dishwasher safe. These factors combined make Tantus toys 

the safest and most pleasurable toys on the market. A toy from Tantus is 

meant to be used and with minimal care Tantus toys can last a lifetime.

Mark is an average sized, harness-compatible Dual Density O2 dildo and boy 

does he feel real. Mark features a Super SoftTM outer layer of silicone and 

a dense inner layer, specifically designed to deliver maximum satisfaction 

through a realistically familiar feel. We’ve created a thicker base for added 

stability when used with a harness with lifelike veins on the shaft for extra 

pleasure. It has a slight curve for added g-spot satisfaction and features an 

exaggerated head with no inner core for soft, yet effective stimulation. 

There’s nothing else on the market that feels as realistic as Mark.
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Cream

Max Diameter: 1.6" / 4 cm at shaft, 1.4" / 3.6 cm at head

Weight: 10.4 oz / 295 g

O4640

orders@tantusinc.com | www.tantusinc.com

PLACE YOUR ORDER TODAY!
PHONE: 775-284-6400 | FAX: 775-284-6420

GOOD
Tantus values the sexual 
health of our customers over 
profit. When you contact us, 
you’ll deal with a real human 
being who is committed to 
your satisfaction. 

CLEAN
The superior quality of 
Tantus silicone makes our 
toys hypoallergenic, 
non-toxic, free of phthalates, 
odorless, bleachable, 
boilable and even 
dishwasher safe. 

FUN
Tantus toys are designed to 
be anatomically appropriate 
for human bodies to 
encourage the best sex ever! 
We celebrate sexuality and 
encourage consenting adults 
to explore their erotic side.
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Insertable Length: 6.25” / 15.9 cm

MARK O2
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